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ABSTRACT:
Hybrid configurable logic block architectures for field-programmable gate arrays that contain
a mixture of lookup tables and hardened multiplexers are evaluated toward the goal of higher
logic density and area reduction. Multiple hybrid configurable logic block architectures, both
non-fracturable and fracturable with varying MUX:LUT logic element ratios are evaluated
across two benchmark suites (VTR and CHStone) using a custom tool flow consisting of
LegUp-HLS, ABC logic synthesis and technology mapping, and VPR for packing,
placement, routing, and architecture exploration. VPR is used to model the new hybrid
configurable logic block and verify post place and route implementation. In this paper
experimentally, we show that for non-fracturable architectures, without any mapper
optimizations,
KEYWORDS: Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), Hybrid Complex Logic Block,
Multiplexer (MUX)
I.
Introduction
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
is a block of programmable logic that can
implement multi-level logic functions.
FPGAs are most commonly used as
separate commodity chips that can be
programmed to implement large functions.
However, small blocks of FPGA logic can
be useful components on-chip to allow the
user of the chip to customize part of the
chip’s logical function. An FPGA block
must implement both combinational logic
functions and interconnect to be able to
construct multi-level logic functions.
There are several different technologies for
programming FPGAs, but most logic
processes are unlikely to implement anti-
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fuses or similar hard programming
technologies. Throughout the history of
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),
lookup tables (LUTs) have been the
primary logic element (LE) used to realize
combinational logic. A K-input LUT is
generic and very flexible able to
implement any K-input Boolean function.
The use of LUTs simplifies technology
mapping as the problem is reduced to a
graph covering problem. However, an
exponential area price is paid as larger
LUTs are considered. The value of K
between 4 and 6 is typically seen in
industry and academia, and thisrange has
been demonstrated to offer a good
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area/performance compromise. Recently, a
number of other works have explored
alternative FPGA LE architectures for
performance improvement to close the
large gap between FPGAs and applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs)
II.
Literature Review
Recent works have shown that the
heterogeneous architectures and synthesis
methods can have a significant impact on
improving logic density and delay,
narrowing the ASIC–FPGA gap. Works by
Anderson and Wang with “gated” LUTs,
then with asymmetric LUT LEs, show that
the LUT elements present in commercial
FPGAs provide unnecessary flexibility.
Toward improved delay and area, the
macrocell-based FPGA architectures have
been proposed. These studies describe
significant changes to the traditional
FPGA architectures, whereas the changes
proposed here build on architectures used
in industry and academia. Similarly, andinverter cones have been proposed as
replacements for the LUTs, inspired by
and-inverter graphs (AIGs).Purnaprajna
and Ienne explored the possibility of
repurposing the existing MUXs contained
within the Xilinx Logic Slices. Similarto
this work, they use the ABC priority cut
mapper as well as VPR for packing, place,
and route. However, their work is
primarily delaybased showing an average
speed up of 16% using only ten of 19
VTR7 benchmarks.In this article, we study
the technology mapping problem for a
novel fieldprogrammable gate array
(FPGA) architecture that is based onkinput single-output programmable logic
array- (PLA-) like cells, or, k/mmacrocells. Each cell in this architecture
can implement a single output function of
up to k inputs and up to m product terms.
We develop a very efficient technology
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mapping algorithm, km flow, for this new
type of architecture. The experimental
results show that our algorithm can
achieve depth-optimality on almost all the
test cases in a set of 16 Microelectronics
Centre of North Carolina (MCNC)
benchmarks. Furthermore it is shown that
on this set of benchmarks, with only a
relatively small number of product terms
(m≤k+3), the k/m-macro cellbased FPGAs
can achieve the same or similar mapping
depth compared with the traditional kinput
single-output lookup table- (k-LUT-)
based FPGAs. We also investigate the total
area and delay of k/m-macro cell-based
FPGAs and compare them with those of
the commonly used 4-LUT-based FPGAs.
The experimental results show that k/mmacro cell-based FPGAs can outperform
4-LUT-based FPGAs in terms of both
delay and area after placement and routing
by VPR on this set of benchmarks.This
paper presents experimental measurements
of the differences between a 90- nm
CMOS field programmable gate array
(FPGA) and 90-nm CMOS standard-cell
application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) in terms of logic density, circuit
speed, and power consumption for core
logic. We are motivated to make these
measurements to enable system designers
to make better informed choices between
these two media and to giveinsight to
FPGA makers on the deficiencies to attack
and, thereby, improve FPGAs. We
describe the methodology by which the
measurements were obtained and show
that, for circuits containing only look-up
table-based logic and flip-flops, the ratio
of silicon area required to implement them
in FPGAs and ASICs is on average 35.
Modern FPGAs also contain “hard” blocks
such as multiplier/accumulators and block
memories. We find that these blocks
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reduce this average area gap significantly
to as little as 18 for our benchmarks, and
we estimate that extensive use of these
hard blocks could potentially lower the gap
to below five. The ratio of critical-path
delay, from FPGA to ASIC, is roughly
three to four with less influence from
block memory and hard multipliers. The
dynamic power consumption ratio is
approximately 14 times and, with hard
blocks, this gap generally becomes
smaller.
III.
PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY
A variety of different architectures were
considered the first being a non-fracturable
architecture. In the non-fracturable
architecture, the CLB has 40 inputs and ten
basic LEs (BLEs), with each BLE having
six inputs and one output. Fig.5 shows this
non-fracturable CLB architecture with
BLEs that contain an optional register. We
vary the ratio of MUX4s to LUTs within
the ten elements CLB from 1:9 to 5:5
MUX4s:6-LUTs. The MUX4 element is
proposed to work in conjunction with 6LUTs, creating a hybrid CLB with a
mixture of 6-LUTs and MUX4s (or MUX4
variants).

Fig 1: Hybrid CLB with a 50%
depopulated intra-CLB crossbar depicting
BLE internals for non-fracturable
architecture.
For fracturable architectures, the CLB has
80 inputs and ten BLEs, with each BLE
Vol 08 Issue07, Jul 2019

having eight inputs and two outputs
emulating an Altera Stratix Adaptive-LUT.
The same sweep of MUX4 to LUT ratios
was also performed. Fig. 4 shows the
fracturable architecture with eight inputs to
each BLE that contains two optional
registers. We evaluate fracturability of LEs
versus non-fracturable LEs in the context
of MUX4 elements since fracturable LUTs
are common in commercialarchitectures.
For example, Altera Adaptive 6- LUTs in
Stratix IV and Xilinx Virtex 5 6-LUTs can
be fractured into two smaller LUTs with
some limitations on inputs.

Fig 2: Hybrid CLB with a 50%
depopulated intra-CLB crossbar depicting
BLE internals for a fracturable
architecture.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Fig 3: Simulation result of the proposed
system
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Fig 4: RTL schematic of the proposed
system

Fig 5: Technology schematic of the
proposed system

Fig 6: Summary report of the proposed
system
Vol 08 Issue07, Jul 2019

V.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new hybrid
CLB architecture containing MUX4 hard
MUX elements and shown techniques for
efficiently mapping to these architectures.
We also provided analysis of the
benchmark suites post mapping, discussing
the distribution of functions within each
benchmark suite. The area reductions for
non-fracturable architectures, is 8% and
MUX4:LUT ratio is 4:6 and in the case of
fracturable architecture the area reductions
are 2%.Proposed scheme guarantees the
size and nature of the LUT MUX in more
efficient manner, however in future this
work is elongated to interconnect many
features, which are increasingly the
ascendant contributor to delay, area and
energy consumption in CMOS digital
circuits.
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